BAUKULTUR-SYMPOSIUM

von Donnerstag, 26. Juni 2014, VENICE
bis Freitag, 27. Juni 2014, VENICE

international baukultur symposium
ABITANDO VENEZIA – LIVING VENICE – VENEDIG BELEBEN

On the occasion of the 14th International Architecture Biennale, the German Federal Foundation of Baukultur will host an event in Venice for the first time in cooperation with the German Centre for Venetian Studies. Using the example of the city of Venice and concentrating on the main aspects of the Biennale, we will address the issue of „Future Living Environments“.

PROGRAM

Thursday, June 26:

From 9.30 AM Welcome Coffee, Registration

10 AM Addresses of Welcome/ Grußworte/ Saluto

Sabine Meine, German Centre for Venetian Studies
Reiner Nagel, Federal Foundation of Baukultur
Ulrich Hatzfeld, Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature conservation and Building

10.15 AM – 1 PM Talks and Discussion/ Vorträge und Diskussion/ Relazioni e Discussione

Sergio Pascolo, Sergio Pascolo Architects and università IuAV di Venezia
“Living Venice”
Clemens F. Kusch, cfk architetti, Venice, “The Architecture of modern Venice”

Moderation: Christian Brensing, Journalist

1 – 2 PM Lunch/ Mittagspause/ Pranzo

at the German centre for Venetian studies

2 – 5.30 PM Expert guided city trip by boat/ Geführte Bootsfahrt durch die Stadt/ Escursione in Barca and visit of Punta della Dogana

From 7 PM Evening Reception/ Abendempfang/ Ricevimento Serale

on the on the terrace of the German centre for Venetian studies

Friday, June 27:

10 AM – 5 PM Expert guided Tour of the 14th International Architecture Exhibition/ Biennale-Besuch/ Visita Guidata della Biennale

with Thomas M. Krüger, Ticket B., Berlin, and Kristien Ring, Federal Foundation of Baukultur

TOPICS:

The economy of tourism, eventification, globalization and gentrification of historic cities; sustainable, regional urban area models, innovative concepts for urban infrastructure and mobility, waterside cities
TARGET GROUP:
architects, urban planners, landscape planners, engineers, staff of local, regional and national planning authorities, political and economic leaders and decision makers.

VENUE:
Centro Tedesco di Studi Veneziani
Deutsches Studienzentrum in Venedig
Palazzo Barbarigo della Terrazza
S. Polo 2765/A, Calle Corner
I - 30125 Venezia

Participation at the program is free upon registration and confirmation. The Federal Foundation of Baukultur will take care of the costs related to the organisation of the event. We are sorry to inform you that the participants will have to cover their own travel and accommodation costs.

Conference language is English.

CONTACT
Bundesstiftung Baukultur, Schiffbauergasse 3, 14467 Potsdam, Germany
Mrs Nina Schwab schwab@bundesstiftung-baukultur.de
Tel +49 (0)331 2012 59-10